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Modeling and Constraining Inflationary and
Pre-Inflationary Eras
Aditya Aravind, Ph.D.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2016
Supervisor: Sonia Paban
The paradigm of cosmic inflation has had great success in explaining
the statistical properties of fluctuations in the Cosmic Microwave Background
(CMB). In this dissertation we discuss a few avenues for modeling and con-
straining the inflationary universe - constraints on excited states of inflationary
fluctuations, some aspects of multi-field tunneling and also constraints on and
predictions from a specific model of inflation connecting Higgs physics and
dark matter.
First, we show that in standard single field slow roll inflation, Bogoli-
ubov excitations of the fluctuation spectrum are tightly constrained by ob-
servations. These constraints ensure that the squeezed limit non-gaussianity
obtained from such excited states cannot be large. They also rule out any
significant imprints in the CMB coming from a sudden transition from kinetic
energy domination to inflation.
vii
We then explore tunneling in the context of field theory, a scenario that
has potential relevance to the pre-inflationary universe. We discuss subtleties
involved in choosing the trajectory for tunneling out of a metastable vacuum
in a multi-field potential. In particular, we use exact solutions and scaling
relations to show that tunneling may happen along directions with large bar-
riers, thus making the common intuition coming from quantum mechanical
tunneling unreliable in estimating the tunneling trajectory and therefore, the
bounce action.
We then explore a specific model of inflation that involves the addition
of a scalar singlet and fermionic dark matter to the standard Higgs inflation
scenario. We show that dark matter constraints and the requirement to sup-
port successful inflation significantly constrain the available parameter space
for this model. We also find that the model generically predicts a small value
of the tensor-to-scalar ratio r, similar to standard Higgs inflation, though it
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Observations of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) indicate





) at the time of recombination. Since a universe undergoing decelerat-
ing expansion brings larger and larger comoving volumes (volumes expanding
with the universe) within causal contact as time elapses, this would mean a
much larger and possibly causally disconnected volume of the universe was
homogeneous at times long before the recombination time. The considerable
fine tuning required by this scenario is one of the strong motivations that sug-
gested a period of accelerated expansion in the early universe, or “inflation”,
that could take a small region, causally connected to begin with, and cause it
to expand enormously in a short period of time.
Apart from addressing the horizon and flatness problems as well as ex-
plaining the absence of the exotic contents in the present day universe, the
paradigm of inflation has also proved to be greatly successful in explaining
features in the spectrum of fluctuations in the CMB in a natural way. In fact,
from a model-builder’s point of view, it is a matter of some regret that many
of the simplest models of inflation predict a spectrum of quantum fluctuations
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that agree well with the latest constraints [2] based on CMB temperature
fluctuation observations. Nevertheless, given the many ongoing and future
experiments collecting CMB polarization and LSS data, and the many experi-
ments that probe the early universe in other ways such as dark matter probes,
there is much promise for tighter observational constraints on inflation models.
In this dissertation we shall discuss some of the aspects of inflationary models
and observational constraints on them.
The simplest models of inflation are the so-called “single-field slow roll”
(SFSR) inflation models, where the universe is dominated by the energy den-
sity of a single scalar field called the “inflaton” (φ), and the period of acceler-
ated expansion is driven by the potential energy of this scalar field which far











(∂φ)2 − V (φ)
]
. (1.1)
Taking a homogeneous solution, we can write the background metric
in the form
ds2 = −dt2 + a(t)2dxidxi = a(t)2(−dτ 2 + dxidxi) , (1.2)
where τ is the conformal time and a(t) the time-dependent scale factor of the
universe.











0 = φ̈+ 3Hφ̇+ V ′(φ) , (1.3)
where H = H(t) = ȧ/a is the Hubble parameter and a dot over a quantity
signifies derivative with respect to (real) time.
We then define the slow-roll parameter as









where the second equality holds only when the second equation in (1.3) is
satisfied.
We can expand the above action about its classical solution to obtain
the action up to second order in perturbations [91]. The metric perturbations
can be characterized as [21]
ds2 = −(1 + 2Φ)dt2 + 2a(t)Bi dxi dt+ a(t)2 [(1− 2Ψ)δij + 2Eij] dxidxj. (1.5)
The perturbations characterized above include scalar, vector and ten-
sor components, and these components are generally gauge-dependent. Since
physical observables should not depend on the choice of gauge, it is usually
advisable to work with gauge invariant combinations of these perturbations.
In the rest of this dissertation, we shall work with one specific gauge invari-
ant scalar perturbation obtained by combining metric (curvature) and matter
(field) perturbations, called comoving curvature perturbation (R)




The tensor component of Eij, which we term as γij is also gauge invari-
ant.
The inflationary action expanded to second order in scalar perturba-
tions can expressed in terms of the comoving curvature perturbation [91] as
S = M2pl
∫







On quantizing the system, we can write the action as
SR = −M2pl
∫






















Here, Rk = Rk(t), also called the “mode function”, is any solution to










R = 0 . (1.11)
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In this above equation, the Hubble parameter H, scale factor a, the
slow-roll parameter ε and R are in general time dependent quantities. Nor-
mally, during inflation, ε is approximately time independent and therefore the
ε̇ term can be ignored. However, in case of equation of state transitions, this
term may become relevant.
The choice of mode function fixes the definition of creation and anni-
hilation operators and therefore also fixes the “vacuum” state which is anni-
hilated by the annihilation operator. The mode function that corresponds to
the standard adiabatic vacuum is commonly known as the Bunch-Davies mode
function RBD. This mode function can be written as













For this choice of mode function, the power spectrum of fluctuations
at late times (k  aH) can be calculated as the two-point function of the R̂
operator over the vacuum state




















A very similar discussion follows for the case of tensor modes γij, where
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Therefore, the tensor power spectrum and tensor to scalar ratio for










= 16ε . (1.16)
With this introduction to the standard notations and terminology used
in the context of single field slow roll inflation, we are now ready to discuss
the results presented in the following chapters.
In Chapter 2 we discuss excited initial states and the various bounds
that constrain the excitations. Further, we discuss the implications of these
bounds on CMB non-gaussianity and pre-inflationary kinetic energy domi-
nated states. The content of this chapter is based primarily on results pre-
sented in [12, 13] which were later extended in [15].
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In Chapter 3, we discuss our work on multi field tunneling [11, 14].
Tunneling transitions are among the many potential scenarios that could have
preceded inflation, and they could possibly even have observable consequences
if inflation did not last much longer than the minimal number of e-folds re-
quired to solve the horizon problem. However, our discussion is restricted
to the background tunneling probability out of a metastable vacuum in a
multi-field space in the absence of gravity; we do not go into the details of the
perturbation spectrum generated by a tunneling event or the effects of gravity,
which is ultimately necessary if we were to constrain such scenarios through
cosmological observables. Research presented in this chapter was published in
[11].
In Chapter 4, we discuss a specific model involving inflation driven by
either a non-minimally coupled Higgs or a non-minimally coupled singlet scalar
field with quartic coupling to the Higgs. Our model also includes fermionic
dark matter coupled to the scalar singlet, and we study the viability of such a
model in light of constraints from dark matter and collider physics apart from
the constraints coming from requiring successful inflation. Research presented
in this chapter was published in [16].
Finally, in Chapter 5, we conclude by summarizing the results presented
in the preceding chapters and discussing our outlook for the future.
7
Chapter 2
Bogoliubov Excited Initial States1
2.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we showed the expression for the inflationary
power spectrum obtained when the perturbations are in the Bunch-Davies
state. While this choice may be well motivated, there is no reason why the
perturbations must be constrained to be in the adiabatic vacuum [3–5, 32, 35,
36, 57, 63, 65, 73, 81, 82]. In this chapter, we discuss the scenario where the
perturbations occupy Bogoliubov excited states and study the constraints on
these states coming from observations. While these states are a subset of
the possible states that could be occupied by the fluctuations [81, 82], they
are motivated by the fact that that various pre-inflationary scenarios such as
equation of state transitions can naturally take fluctuations into such excited
states [15, 32].
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, we
introduce the parametrization of Bogoliubov excited states. Our method of
bounding excited states is explained in Section 2.3. Afterwards, we discuss
the implications of our bounds on non-gaussianity in Section 2.4 and on a
1Portions of this chapter have been previously published in [12, 13]
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pre-inflationary physics model in Section 2.5. We summarize our discussion of
excited states in Section 2.6.
2.2 Parametrization
A simple way of parametrizing Bogoliubov excited states is by moving
to a new basis for the Fock space, or in other words performing a Bogoliubov
transformation. By choosing a new mode function (and its conjugate) which is
a linear combination of the existing mode function with its complex conjugate,
we can choose new creation and annihilation operators which are also related
to the existing ones by a linear combination [46]. The “vacuum” state in this
basis, which is the state annihilated by the new annihilation operator, will
be different from the Bunch-Davies vacuum and the new mode function will
also be a solution to the equation of motion (1.11). In terms of Bogoliubov
parameters α and β and the Bunch-Davies mode function (1.12), this new
mode function can be written as as
Rk(t) = α(k)RBD(k, t) + β(k)R
∗
BD(k, t) , (2.1)
with the normalization condition |α|2 − |β|2 = 1. The magnitude of β(k),
therefore, parametrizes the departure of this state from the Bunch Davies
state.
In this chapter we shall discuss bounds on Bogoliubov excited states
coming from the observed CMB spectrum and their implications.
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2.3 Bounds on Excited States
Standard SFSR inflation with Bunch-Davies fluctuations generically
predicts a nearly scale-invariant power spectrum of fluctuations, and this is
found to match well with observational data [2]. Therefore, any predictions
coming from a model having excited fluctuations must not deviate too sig-
nificantly from the approximate scale invariance of the power spectrum. The













|α + β|2 . (2.2)
Therefore, it is reasonable to require that |α + β| does not have a sig-
nificant k−dependence. In principle, it may be possible for |α + β| to have
a significant scale dependence that is exactly compensated by an appropri-
ate time dependence of the background parameters in the theory (such as H
and ε), since the horizon exit of different scales happen at different times. In
the interest of simplicity and predictability, we ignore such fine tuning in this
study and assume that |α + β| is (almost exactly) independent of k for all the
modes visible in the CMB so that the predicted power spectrum lies within
observed error bars.
Let us therefore consider the situation where the CMB is comprised
entirely of excited modes with nonzero β(k). In order for these modes to
comprise the CMB and for inflation to successfully solve the horizon problem,
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we require all the modes including the lowest-` observed modes to be within




> H , (2.3)
where p is the physical momentum of any mode that is visible in CMB and p,
a and H are evaluated at the beginning of inflation. Since all the CMB modes
must satisfy this bound, it is appropriate to write this constraint in terms of
the momentum p = pIR, corresponding to the lowest-` mode in the CMB.
The next constraint we must impose is the backreaction constraint.
Since we deal with excited modes, we must ensure that their energy density
does not become large enough to significantly affect the background evolution
of the universe. During inflation, the background potential energy of the in-
flaton dominates the energy density of the universe. Therefore, as long as the
energy density contained in the fluctuations is much smaller than the back-
ground potential energy, we expect some form of inflation to happen [12]. How-
ever, if the fluctuation energy exceeds the background kinetic energy, then the
second among the background equations of motion (1.3) can be significantly
corrected, affecting the calculation of the second order action and the subse-
quent results. Therefore, in order to consistently satisfy all the background
equations of motion, we must impose the condition that the energy density in


























Note that we have taken β(k) to be approximately independent of k; the
form of the integral indicates that the value of β for large k will have greater








In order for excited states to comprise the CMB, the most conservative
case with the least restrictive backreaction bound is when modes of momentum
higher than the observed (CMB) modes are all in the Bunch-Davies state (not
excited). In this case, pUV corresponds to the physical momentum of the
highest-` CMB mode evaluated at the time at which the backreaction bound
is imposed. This also means that pUV is at about 3-4 orders of magnitude
larger than pIR.
Since the physical momentum scales as 1/a, the energy density in the
fluctuations drops off rapidly as 1/a4 during inflation. This also means that
the backreaction constraint is the stricter at earlier times.
An important physical motivation for considering excited states is that
they may be generated by some pre-inflationary phase/equation of state tran-
12
sition or other such phenomena. In such cases, there is a certain time at which
inflation can be said to “begin”, and the backreaction bound must be imposed
at that time so that inflation begins (and continues) without problems. There-
fore, it is appropriate for us to impose both the subhorizon and backreaction
constraints simultaneously at the beginning of inflation (or at whatever time














=⇒ |β| < 1
106 (∆2R)
1/2
|α + β| , (2.6)
where we have assumed pUV ≥ 103 pIR.
By substituting the measured value of ∆2R, we can see that this re-
stricts excitation parameter β to be at most a percent level, |β| < 0.022, with
0.98 < |α + β| < 1.02.
2.4 Implications for Non-Gaussianity
As discussed in Appendix A, non-gaussianity is parametrized by the
parameter fNL which gives the relative magnitude of bispectrum (three-point
function in momentum space) in relation to the square of the power spectrum.
fNL is calculated by fixing the template, i.e, the shape of the triangle formed by
13
the three momenta in the bispectrum, as local, equilateral or orthogonal. Ob-
servationally, the tightest constraints come from the squeezed/local template,
f localNL , and as reported by Planck [2] has O(1) error bars,
f localNL = 0.8± 5.0 . (2.7)
Using the expressions for bispectrum for Bogoliubov excited states
given in Appendix A, for an approximately scale invariant β, we can com-
pute the ratio of the bispectrum to the squared power spectrum (A.3) for a







For modes within the CMB observed range, the highest enhancement




2, whereas based on




. Based on the present non-observation
of tensor modes, we can approximately bound the slow-roll parameter ε dur-




, which means the fNL cannot be O (1)
or larger. This leads us to conclude that when all the modes of the CMB
are Bogoliubov excited, this does not lead to a non-gaussianity that can be
observed by CMB measurements alone.
It is possible to consider the scenario where only some of the CMB
modes are excited and not the others [12]. In this case, the procedure we used
2The actual enhancement factor in the calculation of f localNL will involve an integration
over momenta and will be smaller. See, for example, [57]
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to bound the excitation parameter β in Section 2.3 has to be done more care-
fully. The best way to weaken that argument would be to let the UV modes
have a small (or even zero) β, therefore making the backreaction bound weaker
(lowering β for the IR modes does not help weaken the bounds anyway). While
this allows us to have a larger β for other (smaller) momenta, it is still nec-
essary for this β to be small enough so as not to affect the approximate scale
invariance of the CMB spectrum. Even for the lowest ` modes with large ob-
servational error bars on the power spectrum, it is not feasible to have |α + β|
deviate from unity by more than a factor of 2, while for ` > 30, the bounds
are much stricter. Therefore, even discounting the backreaction bound, it may
not be feasible for β to exceed O(0.1) for most CMB modes. Additionally, the
amplitude (2.8) is proportional to β(ks), and therefore, lowering the highest
momentum with a nonzero β also costs us on the momentum enhancement fac-
tor in the same proportion. Therefore, even in the case of a mixture of excited
and unexcited modes, it is not possible to have large bispectrum amplitude in
the squeezed limit and therefore the non-gaussianity must be small.
2.5 Implications for Pre-Inflationary Physics
An example of a physical mechanism that can produce Bogoliubov
excited states was discussed in [32], which studied a transition from a pre-
inflationary kinetic energy dominated era to an inflationary era. For extremely
high momentum modes, the transition time may be large enough for the tran-
sition to be slow and adiabatic; however, for very low momentum modes with
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characteristic time longer than the transition time, the transition must be
sudden/non-adiabatic. For such modes, the transition amounts to a sudden
change in the equation of state parameter w (which is the ratio of background
pressure to background energy density), which activates the ε̇/ε term in (1.11)
and generically leads to a different (non Bunch-Davies) mode function. For
an almost-instantaneous transition, it was shown [32, 44] that the appropriate
matching conditions for the mode function in the Heisenberg picture are given
by




= 0 , (2.9)
with [ ]± indicating the difference between the values of the quantity within
brackets evaluated before and after transition. The second condition indicates
that any significant order of magnitude change in the slow roll parameter
(which usually happens during transitions from non-inflationary phases into
inflation, due to the small size of inflationary ε) could give rise to large am-
plitude of mode function after transition, and consequently a large excitation
parameter β.
For the transition from kinetic energy domination to inflation, the exci-
tation amplitude was calculated to be |β|2 ∼ 3/(4ε) 1. Since this magnitude
far exceeds the bounds we obtained in Section 2.3, it is clear that such excited
modes cannot comprise the observed CMB modes. This means that any such
transition must have occurred sufficiently long before horizon exit of CMB
16
modes or must have been sufficiently slow so that modes that were signifi-
cantly excited by the transition must be well outside horizon and well below
the CMB momenta. The only window of possibility for such transitions to
have a somewhat observable effect may be for the relatively less excited tail
of the excited range of modes to correspond to the large error-bar low-` CMB
modes, while the fully excited modes lie completely outside the horizon [15].
Moreover, it is not clear whether such a scenario can be distinguished from
other scenarios producing similar spectra.
2.6 Summary
In this chapter, we showed that Bogoliubov excited states can be very
tightly constrained by using the sub-horizon and backreaction constraints si-
multaneously at early times (at the beginning of inflation or the time of exci-
tation). One consequence of this tight constraint is that excited states cannot
produce significant non-gaussianity in the squeezed/local limit that is observ-
able through CMB measurements alone [12, 53]. Another consequence is that
there are significant restrictions on imprints on the CMB spectrum from cer-
tain kinds of pre-inflationary physics, specifically a sudden transition from
kinetic energy domination to inflation [32]; therefore if such transitions oc-
curred in the early universe, they must have occurred early enough or slow
enough so as not to affect the spectrum significantly [12, 15].
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Chapter 3
Analyzing Multi-Field Tunneling Using Exact
Bounce Solutions1
3.1 Introduction and Motivation
The string theory landscape motivates the study of multi-field poten-
tials with a large number of metastable vacua [6, 19, 27, 41, 45, 51, 71, 75, 100,
103, 105]. Since our universe may have occupied a metastable vacuum in the
past, for instance before inflation, or may do so today, it is of cosmological
interest to study tunneling out of metastable vacua [25, 26, 54, 55, 67, 89, 96,
104, 109]. As the tunneling rate depends on the action of the bounce solution
[38], computing the bounce action for various tunneling scenarios is of interest
for studying tunneling transitions in the early universe.
A complete study of tunneling from the cosmological perspective must
account for the effects of gravity [39] and finite temperature [88] on the tun-
neling process. However, obtaining the bounce solution and calculating its
action for general multi-field potentials, a difficult problem to begin with, be-
comes considerably more complex where we account for these effects; therefore
gravitational and finite temperature effects are often ignored in the interest of
1Portions of this chapter have been previously published in [11]
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simplicity and we shall do the same in this chapter. Following this approach,
Sarid [101] and later Greene et al. [64] discussed methods of estimating bounce
action for quartic potentials using semi-numerical methods motivated by ana-
lytic arguments. Greene et al. [64] further concluded that for quartic potentials
the bounce action decreases as a power law in the number of fields, agreeing
with the lower bound calculated later in [14].
For multi-field potentials, part of the difficulty in calculating the bounce
action arises from the difficulty in determining the appropriate tunneling tra-
jectory. It is therefore reasonable to try and make the problem more manage-
able by splitting it into two smaller ones - determining the field-space trajectory
of least action from the potential, and determining the bounce action along
the least action trajectory. In this chapter, we discuss the second problem
some detail.
Studying the dependence of the bounce action on the potential profile
along the path would be facilitated by studying potentials with exact analytic
bounce solutions. We present such a potential in the form of a binomial with
non-integer powers which can be considered a generalization of the Fubini
instanton potential [56, 88, 90]; unlike the standard Fubini instanton case, this
potential has a barrier through which the field tunnels out. We also discuss a
potential which has been previously known [52]. Through these examples of
single field potentials with exact solutions, we study how barrier features are
related to the bounce action. We see that a taller and wider barrier could lead
to a smaller bounce action, contrary to what is expected from non-relativistic
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quantum mechanics.
We then introduce a scaling argument that helps identify how the
bounce action scales with barrier parameters for a general single field poten-
tial. We show how this is consistent with the results we have for the exactly
solvable potentials. By extending this argument to additive multi-field poten-
tials, we discuss the accuracy of the approximation scheme used by Greene et
al. [64].
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 3.2, we briefly
review tunneling in field theory. In section 3.3, we discuss special potentials
for which an analytic bounce solution is available. In section 3.4, we introduce
a scaling argument for bounce action of single field potentials and discuss
its implications. In section 3.5, we apply this argument to gain insights on
tunneling in multi-field potentials. In section 3.6, we conclude.
3.2 Review of Tunneling
In this section, we briefly review tunneling in field theory in a 4-
dimensional Euclidean space in the absence of gravity, following the approach
of Coleman in [38]. For the rest of this chapter, we always assume that the
field(s) has (have) a metastable vacuum at the field-space origin ~φ = ~0, with
potential V (~0) = 0. We assume that this vacuum is surrounded on all sides
by a barrier with V > 0. For tunneling to happen, there must exist regions
beyond the barrier with V < 0 into which the field can tunnel.
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For the case of a single field φ, it was proven in [40] that tunneling
proceeds through the formation of an O(4) symmetric bubble in Euclidean
space (more specifically, it was shown that for a wide class of potentials, the
action is minimized by O(4) symmetric configurations). Therefore, the field
value everywhere in space can be expressed as a function of the radius r mea-
sured from the center of the bubble. The field profile φ(r) obeys the following











, φ̇(0) = 0 , φ(∞) = 0 . (3.1)
The solution to this equation φ̄(r) (also called the bounce) corresponds
to the position of a classical particle moving (in field space) in the inverted
potential −V (φ) subject to time-dependent friction. The initial conditions
impose that the particle starts at rest from the point where the field tunnels out
(φ(0) = φ0) and ends at rest at the false vacuum (φ(∞) = 0). The tunneling
rate (per unit volume) is given by Γ/V ∼ Ae−S/~. Here S is the bounce action,
which can be written as
























Here, the last equality follows from Derrick’s theorem [107].
For multi-field potentials, we are not aware of a proof for the O(4)
symmetry of the tunneling solution. However, O(4) symmetry is generally
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assumed [14, 64, 106] (though not always [19, 41, 92]), and we do the same
here. Under this assumption, the story proceeds in a manner analogous to the











, φ̇i(0) = 0 , φi(∞) = 0 . (3.3)
The solution to this set of equations is analogous to the position vector
~φ of a particle moving subject to friction in an inverted multi-dimensional po-
tential −V (~φ) along some specific trajectory. Since the position, velocity and
acceleration are multi-component vectors, we can reorganize these equations
into a more intuitive form by separating the components parallel to and per-
pendicular to the trajectory of the particle (see, for example, [106]). We begin
by parametrizing points on the trajectory in terms of the field-space distance
from the false vacuum measured along the trajectory2, φ(r). In terms of this


















= ∇⊥V (~φ) . (3.4)
Here, ∂
∂φ
V (~φ) and ∇⊥V (~φ) refer to the tangential and perpendicular compo-
nents of the gradient of the potential respectively. The first equation is similar
2Note that φ(r) is the arc-length along the trajectory, and not the radial distance
from the field-space origin. At any point on the trajectory dφ2 =
N∑
i=1






to the single field equation of motion (3.1), while the second equation causes
the bounce trajectory to curve (in field-space) when the potential slopes in
the transverse directions. If the trajectory is known, the multi-field problem
can be treated effectively as a single field problem with a field φ subject to
a potential V (φ) (the “potential profile” on the trajectory), with an action
identical in form to (3.2).
If there are multiple solutions to (3.4), the one with the lowest action
(the bounce) typically dominates tunneling. For a general potential profile, it
is possible to get a rough estimate/underestimate of the action [14, 64] after
























2V (φ) . (3.5)
Here, rΣ and φΣ refer to the values of r and φ at the point on the trajectory
where the potential is equal to its false-vacuum value (if there are multiple
such points, we take the one closest to the false vacuum on the trajectory).
Similarly, φS refers to the value of φ at the local maximum of the potential






2V (φ) is commonly referred to as “surface tension”.
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In [64], the authors write the pre-factor multiplying the surface tension
integral in terms of the bounce radius r. Since bounce radius is not a well-
defined quantity in general (except in the case of a thin-wall bubble), we
shall define it to be rΣ. As a simplifying assumption, they also argued that
tunneling occurs through a nearby saddle point which presents the smallest
barrier. When that happens, our definition of φS would correspond to the
location of this saddle point. However, we note that the bounce trajectory in
general does not have to pass through a saddle point [80].
3.3 Single Field Potentials With Exact Bounce Solu-
tions
In this section, we discuss two single field potentials with exact analyt-
ical solutions to (3.1).
3.3.1 Binomial Potential With Non-Integer Powers
The first example we discuss can be considered a generalization of the




φ(2n+1)/n − 2u v n2φ(2n+2)/n,
(3.6)
where {u, v, n} ∈ R with u > 0, v > 0 and n > 1.

















Unlike the standard Fubini case, this potential has a minimum at φ = 0
followed by a barrier for small values of φ and a runoff (to −∞) for large values
of φ. In general, this potential represents a case of thick-wall tunneling.
Figure 3.1: Binomial potential scaling with u.
For physical theories, we might worry about the runoff and also about
the behavior of the potential for φ < 0. The former could be addressed by
adding terms that avoid runoff for large values of φ, and the latter by replacing
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Figure 3.2: Binomial potential scaling with v.
φ with |φ|. The bounce itself cares only about the potential profile along the
tunneling trajectory (between φ = 0 and φ = 1/vn), not beyond it.
We notice that for 0 < n ≤ 1 the potential (3.6) is well defined, but it
does not have a barrier. Therefore the solution does not involve tunneling.
For n = 1 we recover the Fubini case. This can be compared to the potential
in equation (4.1) of [88] in the zero-temperature limit with M = 0. In that
limit, on identifying λ = 8u v and ρ2 = v/u we see that the bounce solution
in equation (4.3) of [88] is identical to our bounce solution (3.7).
For larger integer values of n, the potential (3.6) involves fractional
powers and bears some resemblance to potentials encountered in the string
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Figure 3.3: Binomial potential dependence on n.
theory landscape [103]. It is worth investigating whether potentials with ex-
actly this form - a binomial with two non-integer powers between 2 and 4 -
appear somewhere in physically well motivated models.
We note that increasing the value of the parameter u corresponds to
scaling up the potential, while increasing v corresponds to scaling down the
potential as well as making the barrier narrower as seen in Figs. 3.1 and
3.2. Both of these changes tend to bring down the bounce action. If we fix
u and v and vary the parameter n, the dependence is more complicated. To
take a special case, if we fix v = 1, we see that as we increase n, the barrier
width and the barrier height increases (the width asymptotes to a constant)
while the bounce action decreases, as shown in Fig. 3.4. Hence, a higher
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Figure 3.4: Scaling of various quantities with n for the binomial potential
(3.6) with u = 1.5, v = 1. The four lines represent action S (thick, blue),
approximation SLB (thin, orange), height of the potential peak Vmax (dashed,
green) and barrier width φΣ (dot-dashed, red). S
LB scaled up by a factor of 5
for ease of comparison.
barrier can result in a lower action, as known from scaling relations [107]. The
dependence of bounce action on scaling of barrier parameters will be studied
in greater generality in section 3.4.
3.3.2 Logarithmic Potential












, {m,w} ∈ R .
(3.8)
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The bounce solution is given by













Similar to the binomial potential, this potential has a barrier near the false
vacuum followed by a run-off for large values of φ. The log function has a
singularity at φ = 0, but the potential has a well defined limit at that point.
Scaling the parameters w and m correspond to scaling the field-space width of
the barrier or scaling the height of the potential (with corresponding changes
to the radius-scale rΣ). How the bounce action depends on these parameters
is also clear; the bounce action decreases with the barrier height and increases
with the barrier width. We shall generalize this discussion in the next section.
3.4 Scaling of Bounce Action With Potential Profile
3.4.1 Scaling Argument
In this section we shall discuss how the scaling of the potential pro-
file along the bounce trajectory (which changes the height and width of the
barrier) affects the bounce action. Since this is effectively a single field prob-
lem, we shall call the field variable φ, corresponding to either the single field
coordinate (for the single field potential) or the arc length along a multi-
field trajectory (for the multi-field potential). The potential profile along the
trajectory includes the barrier region (V > 0) and also the region beyond it
(V < 0).
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Let us start with a tunneling potential V (φ) with a bounce solution
φ̄(r) (not necessarily analytic). In order to parametrize scaling, we introduce a
variable g > 0, with g = 1 corresponding to the original potential. On changing
the value of g, let the potential V (barrier height) and the length-scale in field-
space φ (barrier width) scale as powers of g, ga and gb respectively. We denote
the rescaled potential and bounce solution as Vg and φ̄g respectively (V1 ≡ V
and φ̄1 ≡ φ̄). We observe that for the scaling to be consistent, the typical
radius r must also scale. Collectively, the scaling relations are as follows
rg ≡ gc r ,




a V (φ) . (3.10)
In order to ensure that φ̄g satisfies the equation of motion (3.1), we
must have an additional constraint
2 c = 2 b− a . (3.11)
This is consistent with the scaling argument presented in [102] for the
single-field case. From the scaling relations (3.10) and (3.11) and from (3.2),
the bounce action scaling is obtained
Sg = g
4b−aS . (3.12)
We may also check the scaling of the approximation/lower bound (3.5).
Naming this quantity as SLB, we observe that it scales as SLBg = g
4b−aSLB,
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which is the same as the bounce action. Therefore, any change in the poten-
tial profile and the bounce solution, provided it can be reduced to a scaling
of the height of the potential profile and/or the field space length scale will
maintain the level of accuracy of the approximation. Changes to the shape of
the potential profile (which cannot be reduced to some form of scaling) can,
however, affect the accuracy of the approximation (3.5).
3.4.2 Application to Exact Solutions
Let us now apply the scaling argument for the potentials discussed in
section 3.3. For the logarithmic potential (3.8), if the parameters scale as
wg = g
γw and mg = g
δm, φ and r can be rescaled as
rg ≡ g−δr ,



















= g2(γ+δ)V (φ) .
(3.13)
This gives us all the scaling exponents in (3.10) and (3.12). This same
approach can be followed for the binomial potential. The results are summa-
rized in Table 3.1.
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Binomial ug = g
αu
α− (2n+ 1)β −nβ (β − α)/2 Sg = g−α−(2n−1)βSvg = gβ v
Log wg = g
γw 2(γ + δ) γ −δ Sg = g2(γ−δ)S
mg = g
δm
Table 3.1: Summary of scaling relations for the binomial (3.6) and logarithmic
(3.8) potentials.
We note that the g-scaling of the action in Table 3.1 agrees with the
exact expressions (3.7) and (3.9) if we plug in the scaling of parameters u, v,
w and m. This indicates consistency of the scaling approach.
3.4.3 Implications of the Scaling Argument
We shall now discuss the insights gained from the scaling argument
regarding the relation between the barrier parameters and the bounce action.
We begin by noting that the bounce action scales as g4b−a. This means that in
general, taller (a > 0) and narrower (b < 0) barriers lead to a smaller bounce
action. In fact, it is possible to make the barrier larger in all respects (increase
in both height and width) and still reduce the bounce action provided the
barrier height increases fast enough (a > 4b) to compensate for the increase in
width. The reason for this becomes clear by recalling the estimate (3.5): the
action decreases because the decrease in r3Σ is faster than the increase in the
surface tension integral.
We note that this is different from the case of non-relativistic quantum
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mechanics, where barriers with larger surface tension always lead to a larger
action in the absence of the r3 factor4. Therefore, in the case of multi-field po-
tentials, we cannot assume tunneling happens in the direction of the “smallest”
barrier. In section 3.5, using additive potentials, we explicitly show situations
where the tunneling trajectory lies in the direction of a larger barrier.
While the scaling argument captures the dependence of action on two
barrier parameters (height and width), the actual diversity in the types of
potential profiles is far greater than what can be described using only two
parameters. Changing the value of n in the binomial potential (3.6) provides
one such example that leads to a non-scaling change in shape of the profile,
as seen in Fig. 3.3. The dependence of barrier parameters and bounce action
on n can be seen in Fig. 3.4. It can be clearly seen that for small values of n,
the exact bounce action S and the approximation SLB scale differently. We
note that for n 1, changing n reduces to a scaling of the potential, which
explains why these curves scale the same way for large values of n.
3.5 Application to Multi-Field Potentials
3.5.1 Additive Potentials
One of the simplest ways of going from a single field potential to an





= V (φ1, φ2, ...φN) =
N∑
i=1
Vi (φi) . (3.14)
4The surface tension in both cases scales as σg = g
(a+2b)/2σ.
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Owing to the fact that the different field coordinates φi behave as indepen-
dent, uncoupled fields, the N equations (3.3) completely decouple to give N
independent single field equations of motion of the type (3.1).
For simplicity, let us assume that each of the Vi’s has a non-trivial
tunneling solution φ̄i(r) apart from the trivial one (φi(r) = 0). This means
that the there are 2N − 1 solutions for the N -field bounce, corresponding to
each field picking either the trivial or non-trivial solution5.
For additive potentials, the action for N -fields is obtained by adding





















Since each of the Si’s can be either positive or 0, the lowest action is
provided by the solution where one of the Si’s takes the smallest non-trivial
value and all others are 0; this is the bounce action.
Effectively, tunneling happens along (or is dominated by) a field axis
which corresponds to the Vi that minimizes the bounce action among the
N choices available. This does not have to correspond to the axis with the
smallest barrier. For example, let us consider an N -field potential where each
of the Vi’s is a binomial potential (3.6) with the same value of n but with
different u and v (which scale as powers of g, with a different g for each axis).
5We discount the solution φi(r) = 0 ∀ i which does not involve tunneling out of the false
vacuum.
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If the exponents in Table 3.1 are such that {α > 0, β < 0} and α > (2n− 1)|β|,
the axis corresponding to highest value of g would dominate tunneling. This
is not the direction with the smallest barrier as all of the other field axes have
shorter and narrower barriers.
3.5.2 N-Dependence
We may study the dependence of the bounce action on the number of
fields N to see how N affects vacuum metastability. The answer will depend
on what class of additive potentials we consider, i.e., what restrictions we put
on them. Let us consider building an N -field additive potential of the form
(3.14), starting from individual single field components Vi(φi). For simplicity,
we assume the Vi’s are all potentials of the same type (for example, potentials
such as (3.6) or (3.8)) differing only in the choice of parameters (such as u, v,
m or w), which could all be selected from random distributions. By this (very
restrictive) choice, we are requiring that the potential profile along each of the
axes will have the same shape (but can have different scaling).
We shall try to enforce some measure of N -independence in the poten-
tial that we construct by requiring that for any N , the typical values of the
potential (heights of its peaks and valleys) at typical points on the unit N − 1
sphere in field-space must be N -independent. This constraint is inspired by a
similar approach in [64] for the case of quartic potentials. Points on the unit
sphere can be parametrized as ~φ =
1√
N
(c1, c2, ..., cN), where each of the ci’s
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are typically O(1)6.
Since the potential is additive, we require each component potential
Vi(ci/
√
N) to scale as 1/N , so that the overall potential (at typical points)
does not scale with N . Therefore, by imposing this particular form of N -
independence in the potential, we are forced to choose parameters (u, v, etc.)
from distributions such that the Vi’s and the length-scales of the φi axes scale
with N .
From the arguments in the preceding section, we know that tunneling
happens along a field axis (the one which minimizes the action). Therefore,
the barrier height and barrier width on the tunneling trajectory also scale as
1/N and 1/
√
N , respectively (due to the fact that a field axis is not a typical
direction). Here N plays the role of g in our scaling arguments, and we are
left with the scaling exponents a = −1/2 and b = −1. This automatically fixes
c = 0, i.e., the typical bounce radius is N -independent. The exact bounce
action (3.2) scales as N−1, and so does the approximation (3.5). Thus, for
these potentials, tunneling probability is enhanced as N grows. This agrees
with the result found in [64] where the action scales as N−α with α > 1.
3.5.3 Multi-Field Potentials With Cross Couplings
In the case of additive potentials, the bounce solution satisfies the lon-
gitudinal equation of (3.4) because it is effectively a single field bounce. The
6Points on the unit-sphere also satisfy
N∑
i=1
c2i = N .
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transverse equation is trivially satisfied because the path is a straight line and
the variation of the potential in all the remaining N − 1 directions is also 0
(all the remaining field coordinates rest at a minimum of their potential)7.
When we move away from additive potentials to potentials with cross-
couplings, the story becomes considerably more complicated. For such po-
tentials, straight line directions with no transverse gradients do not generally
exist which makes it difficult to identify solutions that satisfy both equations
(3.4). However, if we are able to identify the bounce trajectory, it is possible
to compute either the exact action (3.2) or its approximation (3.5), both of
which scale the same way.
Greene et al. [64] sought to make the multi-field tunneling problem
tractable for quartic potentials by calculating estimate (3.5) in two steps. In
one step, they assumed that the potential profile of the trajectory corresponds
approximately to a straight-line path and studied the variation of the bubble
radius (presumably rΣ or something similar) for quartic potential profiles.
They observed that the radius usually took on values within the same order
of magnitude for a distribution of sampled potentials and therefore attributed
a standardized value of radius for their bounce action estimate. In the second
step, they calculated the surface tension integral for the most “obvious” choice
of tunneling trajectory, the one passing through the smallest surface tension
barrier. Our arguments indicate that this step is not justified as it may pick
7Note that for the non-axis solutions to (3.3), the LHS and RHS of the second equation
are typically nonzero.
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the wrong tunneling direction/trajectory.
Using a code improvised from [106], we computed the exact action for
two-field potentials in order to compare with the estimate of Greene et al.
[64]. For the potentials we considered, their estimate was of the same order
of magnitude as the exact bounce action. It would be interesting to check
the approximation for larger numbers of fields by numerically computing the
bounce action to see if the approximation still agrees.
3.6 Conclusions
We introduced a new class of potentials with exact analytic bounce so-
lutions corresponding to tunneling through a barrier in the absence of gravity.
These solutions could be considered a generalization of the Fubini instanton
to non-integer powers and could prove to be valuable for further study as they
may possibly have a role to play in the string theory landscape.
We used scaling arguments to observe that for tunneling potentials with
some fixed shape of the potential profile, the following hold true:
1. Making the barrier taller (a > 0) and narrower (b < 0) always lowers the
bounce action.
2. Making the barrier taller (a > 0) and broader (b > 0) can still lead to a
lower bounce action if the height increases faster than the width to the
fourth power (a > 4b).
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Furthermore, we recognize that scaling does not account for the considerable
diversity in shapes of barriers, which means that the dependence of action
(and bounce radius) on various shapes of potential profiles is still an open and
rich problem in its own right.
We also observe that the approximation (3.5), which involves multiply-
ing the “surface tension” of the bubble by its 3-dimensional surface area, scales
with barrier parameters the same way as the bounce action; therefore, its ac-
curacy will be preserved under any transformation that could be described
purely in terms of scaling.
Finally, we note that the intuition from single field potentials directly
translates to the case of additive multi-field potentials, where the bounce tra-
jectory lies along one of the field axes. For general multi-field potentials,
identifying the actual bounce trajectory is still an open problem and we do
not yet have a simple way of calculating or estimating the bounce trajectory
corresponding to tunneling out of a false vacuum.
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Chapter 4
Higgs Portal to Inflation and Fermionic Dark
Matter1
4.1 Introduction
The paradigm of cosmic inflation is uniquely interesting from both the
quantum gravity as well as the particle phenomenology viewpoints. While the
simple single-field slow roll scenario is consistent with observations, this picture
cannot be considered completely satisfactory until the connection between the
inflaton field and the more familiar standard model fields is established. A
potentially strong connection between inflation and particle phenomenology
was pointed out a few years ago when it was shown that the standard model
Higgs (albeit with a nonminimal coupling to gravity) could perform the role of
the inflaton [24]. While the inflationary predictions of this simple model are
still within the observationally allowed region [2], there are significant question
marks on its viability.
One important concern is the instability of the Higgs potential in Higgs
inflation. For the currently measured values of Higgs mass (mh ≈ 125 GeV)
and the top quark mass (mt ≈ 173 GeV), the Higgs self-coupling runs to
1Portions of this chapter have been previously published in [16]
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negative values well below the Planck scale or the inflationary scale (which is
O(1017) GeV) [43]. Without new physics, this can only be avoided by assuming
the top quark pole mass is about 3σ below its central value [99]; even so, the
inflationary predictions could potentially be sensitive to the exact values of
these parameters [8].
Another concern regarding Higgs inflation is whether the large non-
minimal coupling parameter (ξ ∼ O(104)) in this theory would affect unitarity
[20, 23, 28, 29, 31, 72, 84, 85, 97]. Graviton exchange in WW scattering causes
tree-level unitarity violation at the energy Mpl/ξ. This energy is lower than
the scale of the Higgs field during inflation Mpl/
√
ξ, and is comparable to the
inflationary Hubble rate. If this is true, new particles and interactions should
be introduced at the scale Mpl/ξ to restore unitarity. The new physics will
modify the Higgs potential above the scale Mpl/ξ and thus make the predic-
tions of Higgs inflation unreliable. It was recently suggested [31] that if we
consider loop corrections at all orders unitarity may be restored. While there
has been some debate on this topic [20, 23, 28, 29, 31, 72, 84, 85, 97], we will not
be addressing this issue here.
In recent years, many extensions to the standard Higgs inflation model
have been discussed [10, 33, 59, 60, 69, 70, 93, 94]. Additionally, there have been
many efforts to connect Higgs inflation to the dark matter paradigm [17, 37,
42, 62, 68, 74, 77, 78, 83, 86, 95, 110]. In particular, there have been attempts
at constructing Higgs-portal type models [62, 74, 78], where dark matter is
coupled to the standard model through the Higgs field.
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In this chapter, we study a scalar portal model involving a singlet
fermionic dark matter field and a singlet scalar coupled to the Higgs which
functions as the portal. Our primary motivation is to investigate the possi-
bility of stabilizing the Higgs potential (or the scalar potential) using mixing
between the two scalars. Through this, we seek to avoid having to fine-tune
the top quark mass in order to save the inflation model. Unlike the Higgs
portal models in Ref. [62, 78], the dark matter is fermionic and thus prevents
the potential perturbativity problem in the singlet scalar potential.
An added attraction of this model is phenomenological connection be-
tween the inflationary paradigm with the dark matter paradigm. Similar mod-
els have been studied in the context of dark matter phenomenology in the past
[50, 61, 79, 87, 98], but their relevance in the context of inflation has not been
studied before. We consider inflation driven by either the Higgs field or the sin-
glet scalar field which is nonminimally coupled to gravity. Reheating proceeds
in the usual manner producing thermal dark matter. We explore the parame-
ter region that produces the correct relic abundance of dark matter and is also
consistent with direct detection and collider constraints, apart from providing
successful inflation.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we introduce our
model. In Section 4.3, we discuss the mechanism of inflation and calculation
of inflationary parameters. In Section 4.4, we discuss the phenomenological
constraints we have used for constraining the parameter space of our model.
In Sections 4.5 and 4.6, we discuss our numerical results and conclusions.
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4.2 The Model
Our model consists of an extension of the standard model with the
addition of a gauge singlet fermionic dark matter ψ and a gauge singlet scalar
S to the standard model content. Here we assume the dark matter ψ consists
of two Weyl components ψ1 and ψ2. We impose a Z2 symmetry on the model
under the action of which S and ψ1 are odd while ψ2 and all the SM particles
are even. In other words, under the Z2 action, we have ψ → γ5ψ. The Z2
symmetry simplifies the model by eliminating odd power terms in the scalar
potential while at the same time allowing the Yukawa coupling yψSψ̄ψ that
induces a mass for the dark matter at non-zero expectation value for S.


















2 − V (H,S) + LDM
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, (4.1)









The tree-level two-field scalar potential is















The soft Z2 breaking coefficient κ is very small and only serves to raise the
degeneracy of the Z2 symmetry to avoid domain wall problem. In the rest
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of our discussion we shall omit this term. The connection between the Higgs
boson and dark matter is through the real scalar S. The fermion dark matter
lagrangian is given by
LDM = iψ̄γ
µ∂µψ − yψSψ̄ψ. (4.3)
Note that due to the Z2 symmetry, no Dirac mass is allowed for ψ.
After symmetry breaking, in general, both S and φ (the neutral compo-
nent Higgs doublet H) in the tree-level potential develop vacuum expectation
values, denoted as
v ≡ 〈φ〉, u ≡ 〈S〉. (4.4)
The minimization conditions on the first derivative of the tree-level potential
allows us to write the second derivatives of the tree-level potential as a squared













2 − v2) + λsh
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(S2 − u2) λshφS
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Diagonalizing the above matrix, we can relate the mass squared eigenvalues
m2h and m
2
s (with ms > mh) in terms of these parameters and write the eigen-
vectors (corresponding to the “Higgs” and “scalar” directions, denoted by h






cos ϕ̃(φ, S) sin ϕ̃(φ, S)







where the mixing angle ϕ̃(φ, S) is given by




We define the mixing angle today as






In this chapter, we shall consider inflation starting either on the φ-axis
or the S-axis, which means that either φ or S would take large field values
(typically O(1014 GeV) or higher) while the other field would take much smaller
value (typically, O(1 TeV) or smaller). In both cases, it is easy to see that the
mixing is very small (ϕ̃(φ, S) ∼ 0) and therefore it is appropriate to describe
this as inflation along the Higgs direction (h−inflation) or inflation along the
scalar singlet direction (s−inflation).
4.3 Inflation
4.3.1 h−Inflation
This is a variant of the standard Higgs inflation scenario with the Higgs
potential modified by interactions between the Higgs field and the scalar s. We
begin by using as input parameters the scalar mass ms, mixing angle ϕ, the
quartic interaction coefficient λsh and the dark matter Yukawa coupling yψ at
the electroweak scale. By requiring the eigenvalues of the mass matrix (4.6)
to be mh = 125.7 GeV and ms, we can obtain the scalar vev at low energies
(u) and also the values of the self interactions λh and λs at the electroweak
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scale. The value of ξh is determined by requiring the appropriate normaliza-
tion of curvature perturbations during inflation and is therefore not an input





is necessary to match the observed amplitude of fluctuations
(Eq.(4.15)).
The non-minimal coupling with gravity is usually dealt with by trans-
ferring the Lagrangian to the Einstein frame by performing a conformal trans-
formation. But before doing so, it is necessary to determine how to impose
quantum corrections to the potential [47, 48]. There are two approaches in
general: one is to calculate the quantum corrections in the Jordan frame be-
fore performing the conformal transformation; the other is to impose quantum
corrections after transferring to the Einstein frame. The two approaches give
slightly different results [8], and we adopt the first one. The running values
of various couplings from electroweak scale to the planck scale in the Jordan
frame can be obtained using the renormalization group equations given in Ap-
pendix B. The running behavior of couplings for a typical data point is shown
in Fig. 4.1.
The quantum corrected effective Jordan frame Higgs potential (the two-







where the scale can be defined to be µ ∼ O(h) ≈ h in order to suppress the
quantum correction.
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Following the usual procedure (outlined in Appendix C), we get to the
Einstein frame by locally rescaling the metric by a factor Ω2, which in our case
is given by Ω2 = 1 + (ξhh
2 + ξss
2)/M2pl ≈ 1 + ξhh2/M2pl, the ξs term neglected
because we are on the h-axis with s ∼ 0. This leads to a non-canonical kinetic
term for h, which can be resolved by rewriting the inflationary action in terms

































√√√√1 + ξhh2/M2pl + 6ξ2hh2/M2pl(
1 + ξhh2/M2pl
)2 . (4.12)
Note that λh and ξh have a scale (h) dependence. The potential U(χ) for a
typical data point for h−inflation is shown in Fig. 4.1.
From the inflationary potential U(χ), the potential slow roll parameters
















The field value corresponding to the end of inflation χend is obtained by setting
εV = 1, while the horizon exit value χin can be calculated assuming 60 e-
foldings between the two periods.
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Figure 4.1: Running behavior and shape of potential for h−inflation
for (approximate) parameter values {ms,mψ, u} = {450, 235, 1080} GeV and
{λh, λs, λsh, ϕ} = {0.17, 0.08, 0.12, 0.17}. The plot on the top left shows the
running of λh, λs and λsh. The plot on the top right shows the running of
yψ. The bottom left plot shows the running of nonminimal coupling ξh, and
the bottom right plot shows the inflationary potential. In the first three plots,
the vertical dashed lines correspond to Mpl/ξh (left) Mpl/
√
ξh (right). In the












This allows us to calculate the inflationary observables ns and r as
ns = 1 + 2ηV − 6εV ,
r = 16εV , (4.15)






= 2.2× 10−9 . (4.16)
As mentioned earlier, the last constraint, coming from CMB observations [2],
is used to determine ξh.
For inflation to occur, we require the Higgs potential to be stable, i.e,
λh(µ) > 0 for all scales µ up to the scale of inflation. For the standard model
Higgs, this condition is not satisfied unless the top quark Yukawa coupling yt
is set to about three standard deviations below its measured central value. In
our model, λh receives a positive threshold correction at the ms scale and also
a positive contribution to the beta function from λsh, therefore the constraint
on yt coming from requiring the stability of Higgs potential is removed. In
fact, we impose a more restrictive constraint of requiring that the inflationary
potential be monotonically increasing with h (or χ) for the entire range of field
values relevant during and immediately after inflation. This is done to ensure
that slow roll drives the Higgs field towards the electroweak vacuum and not
away from it, and amounts to preventing λh/ξ
2




Much of the discussion in the previous section carries over to the
s−inflation case, except that the roles of the h and s fields are interchanged.
We input the same parameters (ms, ϕ, λsh, yψ) at the electroweak scale as
before.
The 1-loop corrected Einstein frame action for s-inflation (along the

































√√√√1 + ξss2/M2pl + 6ξ2ss2/M2pl(
1 + ξss2/M2pl
)2 . (4.19)
The running couplings and the inflationary potential for a typical data point
for s−inflation are shown in Figs 4.2.
For stability of the inflationary potential, we now require λs to be posi-
tive at scales relevant to inflation, and for U(χ) monotonically increasing with
χ. In this case, we do not try to avoid the instability of the potential in the
Higgs direction since we do not expect this region of the potential landscape
to be explored during or after inflation; the field rolls along the s-axis until
the electroweak scale, where it runs off the axis and eventually settles in the
electroweak vev which is a minimum along both field directions.
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Figure 4.2: Running behavior and shape of potential for s−inflation
for (approximate) parameter values {ms,mψ, u} = {493, 257, 823} GeV and
{λh, λs, λsh, ϕ} = {0.15, 0.18, 0.12, 0.11}. The plot on the top left shows the
running of λh, λs and λsh. The plot on the top right shows the running of
yψ. The bottom left plot shows the running of nonminimal coupling ξs, and
the bottom right plot shows the inflationary potential. In the first three plots,
the vertical dashed lines correspond to Mpl/ξs (left) Mpl/
√
ξs (right). In the




In addition to requiring the stability of the inflaton potential, there
are further constraints that are necessary to consider in order to ensure the
consistency of the model.
Perturbativity of λ’s: One observation to make is that unlike in the
case of the standard model λh, which usually decreases at high scales (the beta
function evaluates to negative values), in our model λh, λs and λsh often run
to larger values. Therefore, it is necessary to ensure these couplings stay small





4π at all scales. This constraint typically restricts the couplings to
take small values, 0 < λs, λsh < 0.3 at the electroweak scale.
Isocurvature Modes For both h−inflation and s−inflation, we as-
sumed we have an effectively single field slow roll scenario. This is applicable
only when the potential is both curved upwards and sufficiently steep in the
transverse direction during inflation. For Higgs inflation (and similarly for






where we have assumed that ξs is small, in order to suppress a negative con-
tribution from the λh term.
For consistency, we require this quantity to be positive and much larger
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We observe that miso typically evaluates to be of O(10
16) GeV whereas
Hinf typically comes to be of O(10
13) GeV. Therefore, this constraint is easily
satisfied in our model for both h− and s−inflation given that the less relevant
non-minimal coupling is small enough.
4.4 Phenomenological Constraints
After the end of inflation, we expect the inflaton to execute oscillations
about the minimum of its potential and eventually settle at its minimum af-
ter transferring most of the energy into excitations of the various standard
model (and dark matter) fields. A detailed analysis of reheating in the case of
standard Higgs inflation was done in [22]. In our model, for typical values of
the various input parameters, we expect a similar process to happen for both
h-inflation and s-inflation. Moreover, as long as the Yukawa coupling yψ and
mixing angle ϕ are not unnaturally small, we can expect dark matter to enter
into thermal equilibrium with the standard model particles, thus following the
usual WIMP scenario. Since the value of the inflaton field is at this stage
much smaller than Mp/
√
ξ, the nonminimal coupling to gravity is practically
irrelevant for this discussion. Our model then reduces to a special case of the
singlet scalar+fermion dark matter model discussed in [50, 79, 87, 98] with the
terms having odd powers of s set to zero.
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4.4.1 Dark Matter Relic Density
Assuming all the (cold) dark matter in the universe is accounted for by
our fermionic dark matter candidate ψ, we require its relic density to agree
with the Planck measurements Ωch
2 = 0.1198± 0.0015 [1].
Using the dark matter annihilation cross section derived in Appendix
D, the thermally averaged cross section as a function of x = mψ/T can be
written as [61]



















where K1 and K2 are modified Bessel functions. The freezout value x = xf


























We performed the last integral by evaluating the function 〈σ vrel(x)〉
by using an interpolation. This integral is often approximated by assuming
〈σ vrel(x)〉 to be a constant or a simple function of x; however, it was shown
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in [66] that such approximations break down near the resonance region of
the cross section. Since our results (Figure 4.5) indicate that the surviving
parameter space of our model largely falls near the resonance region, these
approximations do not serve our purposes.
4.4.2 Direct Detection Constraint
Calculation of direct detection cross section for our model proceeds in
the same way as in [50]. We define the effective coupling of dark matter to





































For the hadronic matrix elements, we use the central values from [49],
fpTu = 0.020 , f
p
Td = 0.026 , f
p
Ts = 0.118 , f
p
Tg = 0.84 ,
fnTu = 0.014 , f
n
Td = 0.036 , f
n
Ts = 0.118 , f
n
Tg = 0.83 . (4.28)














(Zfp + (A− Z)fn)2 , (4.29)
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Figure 4.3: Spin independent direct detection cross section σSI plotted as a
function of dark matter mass. The black line corresponds the the LUX bound.
The green and red points correspond to h-inflation and s-inflation respectively.
where Z, A and mN are the atomic number, atomic mass (number) and nuclear
mass respectively of the target nucleus in the direct detection experiment. We
then restrict our parameter space using the (Xenon-based) LUX bounds [7]
which are the most restrictive bounds currently available. The cross section
for our surviving data points has been shown in Figure 4.3.
4.4.3 Collider Constraints
We impose two constraints coming from collider phenomenology in our
study. The first is the Electroweak Precision Test (EWPT) constraint [18],
which provides an upper bound for the value of mixing angle ϕ as a function
of the scalar mass ms for the entire range of scalar mass we consider. While the
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of mixing angle ϕ as a function of mass of the scalar
field at its low energy vacuum, ms. The orange line corresponds to the EWPT
upper bound on ϕ and the blue line corresponds to LHC physics lower bound
on ms. The orange and blue shaded regions are excluded by these bounds
respectively. The green points correspond to h−inflation (λh) and the red
points correspond to s−inflation (λs).
constraint allows for both positive and negative values of ϕ, we are required to
restrict to just positive values so as to ensure that λsh > 0 (which is necessary
to avoid isocurvature fluctuations).
The second constraint we consider comes from LHC physics. The
allowed mass region for a high mass scalar S that has the decay channel
S → WW and S → ZZ was analyzed in [34], and this analysis was later
recast for the scalar mass into a constraint in the mS −ϕ plane in [108] yield-




In our analysis, we begin by allowing the scalar massms to vary between
150-1500 GeV and the dark matter mass mψ to vary between 50-1500 GeV.
The mixing angle ϕ is bounded by the LHC and the EWPT constraints and is
taken to be positive, while the quartic coupling λsh is allowed to vary between
0 and 1. The remaining parameters - u, yψ, λh, λs - are constrained by
these requirements. Further, we impose the (Planck) relic density and the
(LUX) direct detection constraints, as well as the perturbativity constraint, i.e,
λs, λsh <
√
4π and λh < 1 at all scales, on all the points. All these constraints
are imposed on all parameter points uniformly.
Apart from these, for each type of inflation (h− or s−), we also impose
the stability constraint of requiring that the appropriate self coupling λ > 0
all the way up to inflationary scale. We also constrain the potential along the
inflation axis to monotonically increase with scale in the inflationary region,
so as to ensure that the slow roll happens towards, and not away from the low
energy vacuum.
In all our plots including both types of inflation, the green points corre-
spond to h−inflation and the red points correspond to s−inflation. There are
many points that survive both sets of constraints, indicated by green points
coincident with red; these points have a stable potential along both axes and
allow successful h−inflation as well as s−inflation.
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In the first plot in Figure 4.5, we show the dark matter mass as a
function of the the scalar mass for points that survive the above constraints.
We note that the dark matter mass tends to take values near two straight
lines. These lines correspond to resonance regions, where the dark matter
mass is either half of the Higgs mass or half the scalar mass. Previous studies
of similar models [50, 87] indicate that the relic density and direct detection
constraints can be satisfied by points that are on or near the resonance region
as well as points that are off the resonance region. In our model, owing to the
absence of a Dirac mass for dark matter, fixing mψ also fixes the value of yψ.
Since we also require the perturbativity of the couplings and the stability of
the potential, the allowed range of values for yψ is limited (generally < 0.7)
and therefore the constraints end up allowing only points near the resonance
region which have a smaller value of yψ and are consistent with absence of
Dirac mass.
In Figure 4.6, we have shown the starting (electroweak scale) values
of the self couplings λh and λs. The points that allow successful h-inflation
tend to have larger values of λh. This is not surprising given the requirement
that the potential be stable along the h−axis for h−inflation. This is also
consistent with the the second plot (top right) in Figure 4.6 comparing the
starting (electroweak) value of λ on the inflation axis with the value of the same
λ at inflationary scale. This plot indicates that the inflationary value of λ (λh
or λs) is strongly correlated to the electroweak value of the same λ. The plot
also shows that for s−inflation, λs generally runs to larger values irrespective of
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Figure 4.5: On the left side, dark matter mass mψ plotted against the scalar
mass ms. The dashed lines correspond to mψ = (1/2)ms and mψ = (1/2)mh
respectively. On the right side, the dark matter Yukawa coupling yψ is plotted
against dark matter mass mψ. The green points correspond to h−inflation and
the red points correspond to s−inflation. Note that many green points coincide
with red points, indicating a potential that can support both h−inflation and
s−inflation.
its starting value, whereas for h− inflation, λh can run upwards or downwards
depending on whether the starting value is large or small. Therefore, if λh does
not start out with a sufficiently large value, it could run to negative values
(which is indeed the problem with the standard model Higgs potential).
The third plot (bottom left) in Figure 4.6 showing mixing angle ϕ as a
function of the quartic coupling λsh indicates that the mixing angle tends to
be larger for the Higgs inflation points. This is, again, expected because the
standard model Higgs potential is unstable and the mixing angle should be
large enough to allow λh to stay positive. The s-potential does not necessarily
have such an instability, and therefore it is less dependent on the λ2sh term in
its beta-function for stability.
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Figure 4.6: The figure on the top left compares λh and λs at the electroweak
scale. The figure on top right shows the λ at the inflationary scale as compared
to λ at the electroweak scale, with λ being either λh or λs for h− or s−inflation
respectively (the black line corresponds to y = x). The figure on the bottom
left shows mixing angle ϕ versus λsh at the electroweak scale. The figure
on the bottom right shows
√
λ as a function of nonminimal coupling ξ, both
evaluated at the scale of inflation. In all the plots, the green points correspond
to h−inflation and the red points correspond to s−inflation.
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The fourth plot in Figure 4.6 compares ξ to
√
λ along the inflationary
axis and shows an approximate linear behavior. Given that the inflationary
potential at large scales is proportional to λ/ξ2 and the slow roll parameter
εV at that scale is approximately the same order of magnitude for all our data
points, this correlation is consistent with imposing the constraint from ∆2R in
Eq. (4.15).
Figure 4.7 showing ns−r predictions for h− and s− inflation is the main
result/prediction from this model. From the plot we can see that inflationary
predictions for h- and s−inflation are not markedly different. This is expected,
because at the inflationary scale, both types of inflation involve a scalar field
with a quartic potential and quadratic nonminimal coupling to gravity; the
running behavior does not significantly affect results. It is also clear that our
model generically predicts low tensor to scalar ratio and therefore most of our
data points are well within the region selected by Planck.
4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we studied a model of inflation that involves a gauge
singlet scalar and fermionic dark matter. The mixing between the Higgs and
the scalar singlet provides a portal to dark matter. Either the singlet scalar
or the Higgs plays the role of the inflaton field, with the non-minimal coupling
to gravity providing the correct shape of the potential for realizing successful
inflation.
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Figure 4.7: ns − r values for h−inflation and s−inflation. The plot on the
left shows the complete range of Planck 68% (red) and 95% (blue) confidence
limits, while the right plot zooms into the location of our data points. The
filled green points (squares) correspond to h−inflation and the empty red
points correspond to s−inflation.
1. We considered the simplest case of the inflaton rolling along the Higgs-
axis (h− inflation) or the scalar axis (s−inflation). Both types of in-
flation generically produce ns − r values consistent with current Planck
bounds.
2. Both types of inflation generically yield small values of tensor-to-scalar
ratio comparable to tree level Higgs inflation models, and a wide range
of ns values including those outside of the Planck allowed regions.
3. The stability of the Higgs potential can be easily restored through the
coupling with the singlet scalar.
4. The dark matter and perturbativity/stability constraints ensure that
only points near the resonance regions, mψ =
1
2




cessfully satisfy all the constraints. This is a significant restriction on
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the parameter space.
5. The new scalar mass can be as small as 200 GeV or as large as O(TeV).
For smaller masses, the mixing angle with the Higgs is less constrained
while for larger masses the angle must be small enough due to decoupling
behavior.
6. Due to different running behavior on λh and λs, the upper bound on
mixing angle coming from the perturbativity requirement is more con-
straining (lower) for s−inflation, while the lower bound coming from the
stability requirement is more constraining (higher) for h−inflation, as
seen from Fig. 4.4.
It is interesting to see that the favored parameter region could be further
explored in near future. The constraint on the dark matter direct detection
cross section is set to become more restrictive in the coming years. Similarly,
the new run of LHC is expected to constrain the allowed range of mixing an-
gle ϕ for larger values of ms. Based on Figs. 4.3 and 4.4, it is clear that this
would certainly restrict our parameter space further. Moreover, the ongoing
and upcoming CMB B-mode searches are expected to detect or further con-
strain the tensor-to-scalar ratio in the coming years, which could improve the
distinguishing power between different inflationary models. The inflationary





The paradigm of inflation continues to hold great promise for active re-
search by offering many different avenues to probe its nature. There are many
ongoing and future experiments that probe early universe, most notably polar-
ization experiments1 and LSS experiments2 which can be expected to constrain
and rule out many inflationary models in coming decade. Moreover, models
that connect inflation to standard model and dark matter phenomenology
are subject to even better observational validation through the various dark
matter probes. In this dissertation, we discussed a few of these avenues for
constraining models of the early universe.
In the second chapter, we showed how CMB power spectrum observa-
tions already put stringent bounds on Bogoliubov excitations in the inflation-
ary spectrum. This indicates that such excitations in themselves cannot be
large enough to generate an observable effect on the measured local (squeezed
limit) fNL. These strict bounds also tell us that drastic pre-inflationary equa-
tion of state transitions such as sudden transitions from Kinetic energy dom-
inated phase to inflation cannot consistently account for the observed CMB
1A fairly comprehensive list of polarization experiments has been given in [76].
2For a fairly recent review of LSS experiments and their prospects, see [9].
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spectrum. Therefore, if such transitions occurred they must have occurred suf-
ficiently long before horizon-exit of inflationary modes or sufficiently slowly so
that any modes significantly affected by the transition are outside the horizon.
In the third chapter, we discussed our study of tunneling out of a
metastable vacuum in multi-dimensional field theory and the dependence of
the bounce action on the number of fields. By using scaling relations and exact
solutions, we were able to get insights into estimating the bounce action given
a bounce trajectory. We also showed that determining the bounce trajectory
remains a difficult problem, given that tunneling could take place along the
direction of larger barrier making the common intuitive approach misleading.
In the fourth chapter, we discussed a model that involved the standard
Higgs inflation scenario modified by adding new singlet scalar and fermionic
dark matter. We showed that the parameter space of such models can be con-
siderably constrained by dark matter constraints and other phenomenological
constraints in concert with the requirements for producing successful inflation;
in particular we noted that the mass of the dark matter particle had to lie near
the resonance region (half the Higgs or scalar masses) in order for the all the
constraints to be satisfied.
In summary, this dissertation discussed a few of the many different ways
of probing the nature of the inflationary universe. As mentioned previously,
there are many different experiments collecting precision data that is contin-
ually improving our understanding of this phase of the universe. Depending
on whether we have a detection or just tighter upper bounds on tensor modes
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and other observables, the direction in which this field proceeds can change
dramatically over the next few years. Therefore, at the very least, it is rea-
sonable to state that this area of research still has a lot of scope for asking





Squeezed Limit Bispectrum For Excited
States1
To compute the bispectrum up to tree level, we follow the approach
in [91]. The operator R̂(k, t) is defined the same way as in the standard
case (given in (1.9)), with the mode function of the form (2.1), corresponding
to an excited state rather than the Bunch-Davies state. This results in the
following general expression (which has also been derived earlier, for example
see [57, 58, 73]) for the bispectrum
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where αki = α(ki) and βki = β(ki) are the Bogoliubov parameters.
The relative magnitude of the bispectrum in comparison to the power
spectrum can be written in terms of fNL [21] as
BR(k1, k2, k3) =
6
5
f localNL × [PR(k1)PR(k2) + PR(k2)PR(k3) + PR(k3)PR(k1)] .
(A.2)
There is no convenient k-independent parameter fNL that can be de-
fined for a general set of momenta. In the squeezed limit for the shape of the
triangle, where {k1, k2, k3} → {ks, ks, kl} (with the subscripts l and s stand-




BR (ks, ks, kl) =
12
5
f localNL PR(ks)PR(kl) (A.3)
to obtain the squeezed-limit fNL. This can be used to obtain an expression for
fNL in terms of α and β. However, to get from here to an exact fNL expression
that can be compared to measurements, we need to integrate over momenta,




The following are the one-loop beta functions used for the various pa-
rameters in the Lagrangian for our Higgs portal model in Chapter 4. Here, we










































































h − 6y4t +
3
8
(2g4 + (g2 + g′2)2)








































































g2 + 6y2t + (6 + 6xφ)λh + λsh
]
,










× [6xsλs + (xφ + 3)λsh] . (B.1)
Here, g, g′ and yt are the standard model SU(2), U(1) and top-quark Yukawa




















Here is a brief description of conformal transformations that we use
to deal with theories involving non-minimal coupling to gravity, such as the
model discussed in Chapter 4.
On performing an arbitrary conformal transformation g → g̃ = Ω2g,
the Ricci scalar transforms as
R[g] = Ω2R[g̃]− 6Ω̃Ω, (C.1)
where R[g] is the Ricci scalar as a function of the metric g, and ̃ is the
d’Alembertian for metric g̃. The inhomogeneous part serves to modify the
kinetic term of the quantum fields.

















we can get rid of the non-minimal coupling by peforming a conformal trans-
formation with
Ω2 = f(φ), (C.3)
1Portions of this appendix have been previously published in [16]
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This means that the field content in this theory φ is no longer canonically
normalized. In order to compute quantum corrections, we define a rescaled












which ensures that χ has a standard kinetic term.

















is the field space metric. Since this field-space metric can in general be intrin-
sically curved, the fields cannot be canonically normalized globally. However,
if the field values in the theory are constrained to stay on (or close to) one of
the field-axes, as we do in our Higgs portal model, the curved nature of the
field space can be ignored.
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Appendix D
Dark Matter Annihilation Cross Section1
In this section we calculate the annihilation cross section for dark mat-
ter in the model discussed in Chapter 4. For s-channel annihilation mediated















where βi = (s − 4m2i ) comes from the spin average of the initial dark matter
state, and f runs over all the final states. The coupling gf,r is any coupling
between final state f and the scalar r ∈ H, and Af is the spin structure of

















from the phase space integration. For the cases we are interested in, we have
f = (qq̄, W+W−, ZZ, HH):
AH = 1 ,








1Portions of this appendix have been previously published in [16]
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sϕ, r = h ,






cϕ, r = h ,






cϕ, r = h ,
−sϕ, r = s ,
λhhh = −6λhvc3ϕ − 3λsh(vcϕs2ϕ + uc2ϕsϕ)− 6λsus3ϕ ,
λshh = 6λhvc
2
ϕsϕ − λsh(v(−1 + 3c2ϕ)sϕ + ucϕ(1− 3s2ϕ))− 6λsucϕs2ϕ ,
λssh = −6λhvcϕs2ϕ − λsh(vcϕ(1− 3s2ϕ) + u(1− 3c2ϕ)sϕ)− 6λsuc2ϕsϕ ,
λsss = 6λhvs
3
ϕ − 3λsh(−vc2ϕsϕ + ucϕs2ϕ)− 6λsuc3ϕ , (D.3)
where cϕ ≡ cosϕ and sϕ ≡ sinϕ. When the final states are the scalars, we




γij × 2y2i y2j
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− 2 +















































[s− (mi +mj)2][s− (mi −mj)2](s− 4m2ψ)/s . (D.4)
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